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Fulton County Fiscal Court Changes
Mind,Endorses0E0Program Again
The office of economic opportunity (0E0), that would have received
a notice that Fulton County was
igirawing its membership in the
county Mississippi River profit-4, will not receive that notice.
10, Fulton County's
September
On
zimglatrates voted to rescind their
Oppoeition to this project.
In a quite lengthy end arduous
'Meeting, held Tuesday in the office of Judge John Cruce at the
Fulton County Courthouse in Hickman, the magistrates heard pleas
from partisans of this poverty project that it be permitted to continue
tit operation in Fulton County.
Present at the meeting were:
Fulton County Judge Elmer Cruce,
magistrates, James Black, Roy
Nethery, A. L. Cox and N. F.
Crocker.
According to Judge Cruce, the
magistrates are not against the
program itself, but were against the
management of the program, meaning Mike Shapiro. This then
brought up the question of why Mr.
Shapiro was not acceptable, and
the reply from Mr. Crocker, a
magistrate, was that "we don't
want anyone from outside running
this." Roy Nethery seemed to sum
up the objection to this by saying
"I think that we need someone
from this area, who knows the area
problems better than someone from
outside". Mr. Nethery also added
that "we want a director who is
acceptable to us."
Dub Burnette, who spear-headed
the drive for acceptance of the program, was the first to ask Judge
Croce for a vote. Again, the magistrates voiced their favorable
opinion for the project.
After the meeting, everyone present seemed to be content, except
for Lula Mae Thorpe, who began
opposing the very fact that the 0E0
had been voted back in. "We won't
budge, and we won't help a bit" she
said. The group that she was representing was a bit distraught because they had not been admitted
to the meeting. They were told that
they were not admitted because the
group was too large to conduct an
orderly meeting.
All in all, the meeting was filled
with scattered opposition, however,
everyone in that room stated that
this was a good program, and that
it should be continued.
0E0 is here to stay, at least for
a while. The board of directori

al

George Brock
Back; Joins
Local Agency

meets on September 17 to select a
new executive director for the project, and then if the director is able
to Mill his duties in compliance
with the responsibilities of his Job,
we can keep this poverty program.
James Black, one of the magistrates, points out that this program
is for blacks and whites alike, and
"if this program is not carried out
to the fullest benefit of both races,
then I will be the first to vote
against it."
Mike Shapiro, who resigned his
position as executive director of the
area 0E0 will leave October 1st.
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Sixth Festival Enjoyed By Thousands
Except for a little rain on Wednesday afternoon that
ceased in time for street dances that night, the weather
was perfect, the attractions were ample, the crowds
from far and near were delighted, and the Sixth International Banana Festival ended its 4-day activities Saturday night amid the plaudits of all.
Visitors, many from distant parts around the nation,
expressed themselves as being "amazed" at the scope
and variety of the Festival, vowing to return again next
year and bring others with them.
Homes and streets were filled with Spanish-speaking Amigos, beauty queens and other visitors and observers; the delightful beat of the Marimba Band from
Guatemala enlivened every occasion; hundreds danced
every morning until the wee hours, untold thousands
viewed art exhibits, cabana displays downtown, a magnificent parade Saturday morning. . . and then wended
their way to the city park to eat 2,000 pounds of banana
pudding afterwards.

Elbert Johns
Resigns Scout
Post At Paducah
Elbert Johns, Four Rivers Boy
PaduScout Council Executive
cah during the past ten ears, said
today he had submitted resignation
in order to become affiliated with
the Old Kentucky Home Boy Scout
Council, Louisville, Ky.
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, President of
Four Rivers will appoint a special
selections committee to consider a
replacement for the Scout Executive.
The Old Kentucky Home Council
has more than 15,000 boy members
in 19 Counties surrounding the
Louisville area. In his new assignment Mr. Johns will serve as Director of Program. During his tenure here the membership of Four
Rivers reached a record high in
1966 and budget requirements have
doubled.

On Saturday evening, another
beautiful Princess . . . another in
an unbroken line of lovely Prinesses . . was crowned in Carr
kuditorium at the culmination of
pageant competition.
The Sixth Festival included far
i.o many attractions to attempt to

cover in one news story or just the
pictures published so far; it is the
intent of the editors of this paper
to again publish a big "pictorial"
section in the next two weeks telling the story as completely as our
photographers covered it. Watch
for this!

Opening Dates
At Murray Are
Announced
Orientation for freshmen and
transfer students and registration
for regular fall semester classes at
Murray State University will be
held Sept. 15-19.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks. university
president, will have a reception for
students and parents at 2 p. in Sunday, Sept. 15, in the Waterfield Student Union Building. Freshmen and
transfer students are scheduled for
an orientation session in the auditorium at 6 p. m.
Counseling and program planning for freshmen and transfer students will begin at 9 a. m. Monday,
16, in the auditorium, accord_f
ing to Wilson Gantt, registrar and
nANANA FESTIVAL PRINCESS— Miss Marior6 Janice Sproles, 29, Kingsport, Tines., is a junior at
director of admissions.
Registration begins Tuesday, East Tennessee State University and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack D. Soroies. She is a former queen
Sect. 17, and continues through ,.8th. East Tsinnets•• Strawberry Festival and is the current Miss Kingsport. She stands 5'6" tall, weighs
Thursdo, Sept. 19. The schedule' 113 pounds and her measurements are 36-23-36. She won the title Saturday in cempetition with 29 ether girls
includes: new freshmen and summer term freshmen, Sept. 17; jam_ from eight states and six Latin American countriesiors and seniors, Sept. le: and
sophomores, old freshmen, transFIRST RUNNERAJP
NIXON LEADS
fer freshmen and late applicants,
Sept. 19.
In a preliminary "straw vote"
Classes begin Friday, Sept. 20.
taken at the Fulton Rotary Club
A fall semester enrollment of
Tuesday luncheon this week, Nixon
7,400 to 7,500 students is expected
led Presidential contenders with 17
at Murray &ate, Gantt said. Final
votes, followed by Wallace 7,
enrollment for the 1967 fall term
Humphrey 1, and one undecided.
numbered 7.017, an all-time record
August rainfall across the Tenfor the university.
nessee Valley averaged only 2.1
HOMECOMING CANDIDATES
incites, about half the normal
Homecoming Queen candidates at amount, TVA reports. This wee the
Fulton High School include Dee Valley's fifth-lowest August rainFields, senior; Sheila Barron, jun- fall in the 79 years on record.
With dry weather also prevailing
ior; Janet Williamson, sophomore:
Vice President Hubert H. Hum
and Anita Cash, freshman. Home- in the two preceding months, this
phrey will launch his Kentucky
made the Valley's driest summer of
coming is October 4.
campaign for the presidency in
the 1960's. Valley rainfall this year
person, Friday, September 20,
from June through August averaged
when he will speak at a major
AWARDS DINNER
only about 8 inches, some 5 inches
state-wide fund raising gala at
An informal pot-luck supper will below normal and less than half as
Freedom Hail, in Louisville.
be held at the Fulton Country Club much rain as fell in the same
Humphrey, the Democratic presiFriday night at 7:30, preceded by a period last summer.
dential nominee, will speak at the
For the first eight months of 1968,
round of twilight golf end followed
WO-a-plate dinner, which begins
Valley rainfall is about 8 inches
by presentation of cups to the reat 6 p. m. Campaign forces say
below normal.
cent tournament winners.
Kentucky will be one of the Vice
CAROL ANN BUTLER, 19, is the
President's key campaign efforts.
REVUE DATE SET
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
The announcement of Humphrey's
STUD ENT OPPORTUNITIES
L. Butler of Jackson, Tennessee,
visit was made jointly by the "lad
The University of Kentucky comThe South Fulton Booster Club
SI» Is a Jackson High School has set November 15th as the date munity colleges provide continuing
and dad" co-chairmen of the presigraduate of 1966 and attended for their annual beauty revue for educational opportunities for citidential kick-off gala, Robert B.
West Tennessee Business College choosing "Miss South Fulton Boost- zens in their immediate areas.
Hensley, Sr. and his son, 25-year1%647,
old Robert B. Hensley II,
er Princess."

They listened to daily concerts

'41

stpt.

August Rain
Near Record
Low TVA Says

Humphrey Opens

Gorge L. Brock
George L. Brock, former resident
of Fulton, has returned to this city
to accept a position with the Fulton Insurance Agency, effective
September 1, 1968.
Mr. Brock, who managed the
General Adjustment Bureau in the
early 1900's, will reside with his
wife, Alma, and two children,
Georgia Louise, 13, and Kimberly,
10, at the former McIntosh home,
On West State Line.
Mr. Brock, is a member of the
First baptist Church,

ILA FIESTA

ate cotton candy
1
.
00

And danced on the streets

And Watched a magnificent parade

AMERICAN STYLE

Amigos Bring Fun, Laughter And Friendship To Banana Festival
by R. P. WestplmlIng
before entering the city-limits.
We waited with the bus, the poIt was Tuesday evening, August
Amigos for 15
27, about 6:00, eight days from the licemen, and the
heading for
beginning of the much planned-for minutes or so before
going, so
Banana Festival. For me, this Fes- town. It was time to be
the band
tival would be more than lust a at 7:10, we arrived at
'Fiesta". It was to be a time of stand.
Everyone was there to meet
making new friends and making
them. The parents who would keep
Listing relationships.
homes were
That day, I had been working at the Amigos in their
-Festival officour office, doing the usual work 1 there. Mrs. Bushart,
interested
ailled to do. It was 5:00, and ials, Mayors, Press, and
Amigos
go home. I had to rush, be- on-lookers were there. The
were intro'ISOM wanted me to drive her came off the bus and
to meet the bus that car- duced to everyone. We were going
Father
ried the Amigos to Fulton. I knew to keep a young Priest,
that when the Amigos &rived, the Hugo ilienoso, In our home, so i
festival would be officially under- was kind of-escIted also.
I had two years of Spanish in colway.
Mom and I were ready to go lege, and learned much more when
about 6:30. On the way to inset the I went to Central America, but
bus, we stopped to brief the police, When lingo was introduced to me,
men who would give us an escort and I found out that be couldn't
into town. As soon as that was speak but a very few words of Engover, we wire off again. We bad lish, I got scaled. However, everyout allJust passed the old drive-in when I thing seemed to be turning
right, with cries of "despacio"
noticed a(imbued ins coming in (slower)
echoing throughout the
tho gloomeo. I told Mani but the
area from those few who could
didn't believe me -because it was speak
the language.
Only II:45 and the bus wasn't due in
The fan-fsfif was over for the
Martin until 7:00. /t was the bus
all-right and I made an abrupt day, and we, Mom, Dad, Hugo and
turn-around in the 'Diddle of the I. started for home. Hugo wee very
road and tried to head that bus oft tired, and I was too, so we decided

to call its night.
The next morning I had to go to
work. Father Hugo seemed interested in what I was going to do,
so he came along to the News office
with me. When we got there, I introduced him to Anna Belle Edwards, who quite naturally began
talking to him in English. It was
funny when Anna belle found out
that he could speak no English, she
began talking very slow, thinking
he could read lips. That didn't work
either.
Hugo went over to the Ecuadorian store for an elongated chat with
Florence Ballestoros. I went to
work That afternoon, I took Hugo
to one of the local drive-ins for
something to eat. I think that Ray
Wright was very surprised, when
he ordered in Spanish. Anyway, he
got a cheeseburger.
Wednesday night was a free night
for the Amigos, so Hugo and I
stayed at home and watched teleelision. 1 hope that Hugo liked the
picture, because I wasn't about to
translate everything was being
said, as if I could.
Thursday, all the Amigos went
on a tour of the area, and I was
kind of glad, because again I worked, and besides, my Spanish was

beginning to fail me. That is when
I met David Hardy, a Fulton resident, who lived in Brazil a few
years ago, and who could speak excellent Spanish. I knew that he
could come in very handy.
On Friday, the Amigos went to
South Fulton high school to learn
about our educational system. I
was in Union City on business when
it was time to pick up Hugo. After
I picked him up, Hugo wanted to
go home. I think. so I took him.
When I finally got home from work.
Hugo and I began to think of somewhere to go that evening. That
something to do, was the Explorer
Dance, but first I wanted to -make a
trip over to Jean Fenwick's home
to see if her two guests wanted to
gO.
We all arrived at the dance
about 8:30 That is when everything -began, at that dance. I met
the rest of the Amigos, who were,
by this time very disconcerted with
the music, claiming that it was
too "fuerte" or -loud. Hugo told
me that he wanted to get some
sleep, so I took him home. I also
had with me the Amigos that were
staying at the Fenwick's, plus two
other girls.
Pablo wanted to go back to the

dance to pick up some more of his
friends, so did Ivan. We did, and
now the population of my car was
ten. First we went for something
to drink. After that Mike Fenwick
suggested that we go back to his
house and dance for a while. By
now, the rest of the Amigos had
the same idea, and that house became the Latin-American recreation center. About 12:00, the party
broke up, and much to Mrs. Fenwick's surprise, everybody went
home.
Saturday morning came all too
soon. Hugo wanted to sleep late, so
I went to work. About 10:00 that
morning, I got a frantic call from
our maid. You have to go home, 1
said to myself, because the maid
didn't know how to tell Hugo that
breakfast was ready. I decided to
stay at home, and Hugo and I came
downtown in my jeep.
That jeep turned out to be Jean
Fenwlek's downfall. Hugo and I
went over to their house. Pablo,
Ivan, Mike and. a few assorted
girls, piled in. I might mention that
the party on Friday night, turned
out to be more of a match-making
seminar than anything else. Pablo
and Ivan were happy. but Mille
(Continued on Page Twelve)
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

"were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without
newspapers, or newspapers without a government, I should not hestitate to prefer
the latter."
—THOMAS JEFFERSON

The 1968 Banana Festival Is Over, But The Praise
From Our Visitors Will Linger Through The Year
The '68 Banana Festival is- now
but a bunch of fond memories, a packet full of pictures, a few rolls of movie
film and a bunch of new addresses to
keep in touch with. By the time this
edition arrives in your hands the street
pennants and other decorations will be
removed, the cabanas knocked down
and stored for another year, our
Amigos back in school in their native
Ecuador, and their local hosts and hostesses just a little happier and a little
bit more lonesome than they were before it all started.
I would like to specially mention
a couple of things that I think are
worth considering.
In the first place, the Festival is a
big undertaking, and it takes the efforts of a lot of people to keep all of its
gears turning when 'Festival week
rolls around. You may be quite surprised to know how few residents of
the twin cities actually have the time'
to attend even half Of the events, they
are so busy taking care of their own
respective duties. Only our visitors, it
3eems, have the time and the opporA member of the Kentucky Press Association
Second

class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42041
Successor of various weekly papers In Fulton the
first of which was founded in TIN.
Published Every Thursday of The Year at 200
Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041
Voted one of Kentucky's "Best All Around"
Weekly Papers.
Address all mail (subscriptions, change of address. Forms 31179) to Post Office Box 307 Fulton,
Kentucky, 42041.
Subscription Rates: $2.00 per year In Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion and
Weakley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere throughout the
United States $4.00 per year.

tunity to see everything, go everywhere and really give us a rounded
avaluation of what we have done and
how well we have done it.
The greatest praise each year
comes from our visitors, who admire
our idea, our enthusiasm and our accomplishment; it adds that measure of
satisfaction to the long weeks of hard
work and planning that we have all
put in to offer them a good show and
lots of warm hospitality, even though
we didn't get to see much of our own
show ourselves. That is the price we
should expect to pay for being good
hosts and hostesses.
Secondly, we forsee a new and
exciting trend next year that had its
beginnings this time. Our lovely princess pageant entrants from Central
America spread a trail of good-will and
advance publicity all the way from
New Orleans to Memphis, Little Rock,
Nashville and Paducah as, together,
they made their triumphal (and well
publicized) entry into the United
States and headed for the Festival
here. At least four, and up to seven
places are going to bid for overnight
stops of the Marimba band next year
enroute to the Festival or on the way
back to their native Guatemala. At
least three other cities with strong Pan
American organizations would like for
next year's Amigo group to stay with
them overnight.
All of these things make fine publicity for our Festival, afford our incoming visitors more enjoyment, and
in some cases may help defray some of
the enormous expense that the Festival annually shoulders getting them up
here and back.

Kentucky Subscribers must add 5% Sates Tax.
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WASHINGTON, D.C. —The
following letters were recently answered by the
Department of State.
Travel to France
My son has been accepted
at the Alliance Francaise in
Paris, France for his third
year of college. with all of
the turmoil in France, both
politically and amongst the
students, I am deeply concerned about my son spending a year in Paris.
An early reply from you
would be appreciated stating your opinions as to the
advisability of sending my
son to Paris during such a
crucial period.
S.B.
Santa Barbara, Calif.
Dear S.B.:
At the present time we
are not advising traveller.
to refrain from going to
France. The situationthere
has become calmer and
there are thousands of
Americans still in France
who have no plans to leave.
We cannot, of course,
state categorically that the
situation in France will not
deteriorate in the future. In
the last resort I suggest that
you be guided by developments in the next few weeks
before your son leaves.
Relations With Red China
We are continuing our
study about the relationship between the United
States and communist
China which you probably
know is a national study
item of the League of Women Voters.
Many of our members
have iisked the following
question: If we lowered the
trade embargo between our
two countries, or exchanged scholars, or newsmen—assuming the Peking
government would do this—
would we have to maintain
• skeleton consular staff in
mainland China to protect
American interests and
property' Would this type
Of recognition be possible
even if we did not, at this
time, exchang• ambassadors?
We have asked this que•tion of professors studying
the Chinese political situation and have not received
any one definitive answer.
Therefore, we would like to

have your opinion about this
matter.
Mrs. G.P.
Tacoma, Wash.
Dear Mrs. G.P.
There is no absolute requirement that we have
consular representation in
a country with which we
trade or in which American
citizens reside or travel.
For example, there are no
U.S. restrictions on travel
to Albania and in fact a
number of Americans do
visit that country, although
the United States does not
have diplomatic or consular representation there
and does not recognize the
present regime in-power in
Albania.
Consular relation•, under international practice.
are possible in the absence
of diplomatic relations. For
example, the United States
does not now have diplomatic relations with several Middle East countries
(i.e., Algeria and the United
Arab Republic). We do,
however, maintain consular relations and have consular personnel in those
countries. Normally, however, a government would
not have either consular or
diplomatic relations with a
regime that it does not
recognize. As you know,
the United States does not
recognize the Communist
regime in Mainland China.
On the other hand, in some
special situations a country may maintain a sort of
"consular" representation
in •country the government
of which it does not recognize. A pertinent illustration is provided by the
United Kingdoms relations
with Communist China and
the
Republic of China.
There is a British “Consulate" on Taiwan, although
the United Kingdom recognizes the People's Republic
of China and has a diplorepresentation in
matic
Peking.
Russian Water Rights'
I ksve just been informed
that a few weeks ago, the
battleship New Jersey was
making a trial run from the
Philadelphia Naval Yard.
I wa• also informed that
a Russian ship was on hand
to make observations.
I understand that we have
an agreement with the Soviet Union whereby they
are permitted to refuel in

American waters.
My question is, if Russians are permitted to refuel here—do we have the
same privilege in Russian
Waters?
At the same time I
should like to know whether
we have fishing vessels in
Russian Waters. Or at least
within the three mile zone.
I know that they have many
fishing boats in our waters.
S.M,
Brooklyn, N.Y.
Dear S.M.
Permission was granted
for the Soviet tanker. the
Buguruslan, to enter Philadelphia only after it had
been carefully determined
that the visit did not jeopardize our national security. Incases where security
considerations are not involved, it is our general
policy to permit Soviet
ships to enter designated
ports, provided that the
application* for entry are
in order. By the same token, United States ships
are permitted to enter Soviet ports. For example,
at the very time when the
Buguruslan was in Philadelphia, the USS Constitution was in Yalta. The Buguruslan of course paid in
dollars for the water it took
on and for the wharfage and
other port costs.
In order to help protect
the interests of our fishermen, an agreement was
signed with the USSR on
November 25, 1967, according to which the Soviets
pledged to refrain from
fishing in certain areas
outside our Atlantic coastal
waters. The Agreement also provided that each Government within the scope of
its domestic laws and regulations, would facilitate entry into appropriate ports
for fishing and fishery research vessels of the other
Government.
The United States has not
requested sirnUak fishing
concessions from the Soviet Union because our
fishermen don't work near
Soviet waters. United
States fishermen do not
seek the type of fish found
near Soviet waters and do
not regard fishing there as
economically desirable.
"The Diplomatic Pouch"
P/MS, Room 4835
US Deptirtment of State
Washington D.C. 20520
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'VOLT'S CORNER
THE COMMON ROAD
I want to travel the common road
With the great crowd surging by,
Where there's many a laugh and many a load,
And many a smile and sigh.
I want to be on the common way
With its endless tramping feet,
In the summer bright and winter gray,
In the noonday sun and heat.
In the cool of evening with shadows nigh,
At dawn, when the sun breaks clear,
I want the great crowd passing by,
To ken what they see and hear.
I want to be one of the common herd,
Not live in a sheltered way,
Want to be thrilled, want to be stirred
By the great crowd day by day;
To glimpse the restful valleys deep,
To toil up the rugged hill,
To see the brooks which shyly creep,
To have the torrents thrill.
I want to laugh with the common man
Wherever he chance to be,
I want to aid him when I can
Whenever there's need of me.
I want to lend a helping hand
Over the rough and steep
To a child too young to understand To comfort those who weep.
I wtuit to live and work and plan
With the great crowd surging by,
To Mingle with the common man,
No better or worse than I.
— Silas H. Perkins
and penetrating eyes. Since DarNIN111100411MINNOINIK)1111111111414111111114)411111.1
4
win's day, advances in the study of
heredity, mutations, and genetics
have uncovered errors in his
FULTON'S
theory, some of them gaps that
Darwin himself
suspected but
could not fill. But his basic principal of natural selection has emerged triumphant.
By Brenda Rowlett
ANCIENT CHINA, by Edward
Schafer. The history of ancient
Reading—the love of reading—is of the world. The best way to look Chinese civilization has
always fasthe key to education. And the key at these wars, the authors found, is cinated people of the
West—perto reading is library books—high through the eyes of correspondents haps in recent times more
than
who covered them and photograph- ever. This
interest library books.
historical narrative by
PRACTICAL GUIDE TO AN- ers who penetrated into the midst Professor Edward H. Schafer
sucTIQUE COLLECTING, by Geoffrey of them. So in each chapter the ceeds in delivering on the
promise
Wills. This book is written by an historical background serves as a of its subject; Ancient
China
is a
internationally known antique ex- setting for vivid eyewitness ac- fascinating volume.
pert—a regular contributor to all counts, written in the immediacy of
NOT SO RICH AS YOU THINK,
major antique
publications—this the violence observed.
by George Rippey Stewart. It
practical handbook is designed to
ALL THE THINGS WE WERE, would be hard to exaggerate
either
act as a guide through the maze by Louise Tanner. "These were the timeliness of this
book or the
of this fascinating pastime.
the years," says writ. Tanner, seriousineas of the crisis
which, it
HOME WINEMAKIDR'S HAND- "that many of tad look hack 'on With Presents'. From
the President's
BOOK, by Walter Taylor. Home rose-colored glasses and which State of the Union
Message down
winemaking as a hobby is experi- others have simply blacked out— to the report of
the smallest munencing a rapid growth in the United years which changed the very struc- icipality, the
alarms have been
States. Thousands of businessmen, ture of the American personality." sounding. Not only
must billions be
professional men, and retirees, as Without any attempt to be
ency- spent, but also the question arises
'well as people in rural areas, are clopedic or profound, ALL
THE whether (some are whispering) we
discovering the challenges and re- THINGS WE WERE summons
up can continue to live well—or even
wards of this pleasant, engrossing, many of the significant lowlights- whether we
can continue to live at
and inexpensive hobby.
glimmering in a period now past.
all.
MEDICARE AND THE HOSTHOMAS WOLFE, by Andrew
JEWELS FROM THE OCEAN
PITALS, Herman Miles Somers. Turnbull. The towering figure
of DEEP, Murray Hoyt. The novice
"Medical care has moved into the Thomas Wolfe emerges in all his and experienced
collector alike will
forefront of public policy debate. vitality and complexity in
this delight in the detailed treatment of
There is every indication that the book, the definitive biography.
An- the major shell families—their
many difficult issues surrounding drew Turnbull records succinctly characteristi
cs, differences, even
this complex field will remain at and with great narrative
skill a their freak variations—and the parthe center of public affairs for a tumultuous life. Wolfe was
ticular
habits of the mollusks who
a forlong time." This statement, from tunate man of genius—fortu
nate in make and inhabit shells along the
the 1981 Foreword to Professor and the support and recognition
given coasts and many areas throughout
Mrs. Somers' previous Brookings him; and yet he lived in a
tempest., the world.
volume, has become even more ap created by Ma furious drive
MUHAMMAD ALI: WHO ONCE
to enpropriate since the enactment of compass and express so much.
WAS CASSIUS CLAY, by John
CotMedicare legislation.
CHARLES DARWIN AND THE terell. Muhammad Ali, though still
THE VIOLENT PEACE, by Carl
in
his
ORIGIN OF THE SPECIES, by
twenties, has already lived
Mydans. This is a report, in words
Walter Karp. Few scientists have two extraordinary lives. He was
and pictures, on the kinds of unshared Charles Darwin's gift of Cassius Clay, fighter extraordinary,
declared warfare that have threatperception, of analyzing the every- poet laureate of the squared cricle,
ened and still threaten the peace
day world around him with fresh unbeatable heavyweight champion,
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Turning Back The Clock 1
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By JIM PRYOR
Agricultural Agent
Illinois Central Railroad

Sally
In B

RODENT CONTROL
IMPORTANT TO HEALTH
AND POCKETBOOK
We talk of higher income,
modern methods and conveniences, atomic submarines, space
trips to the Moon and Venus and
other current problems of MI>
day, yet here on our own little
planet we are threatened with
an enemy almost as elusive as
the communist, the Rodent! •
There is a rule of thumb, when
one rat is seen, he has 6 to I
buddies unseen. This is a serioug
threat, not only to us financially
but to our health as well. Per,
mit me to give you some income
figures for Mr. Rate: An Ohlo
survey shows that the average
farm studied had 40 total
rodents, (this is where 1 to 6
were seen). The two Ohio COWL
ties had 4000 farms. This would
make the over-all rate population
of 160,000. Now the research
men claim that a rat will actually consume $7.00 in grain and
other farm products and will also
damage $3.00 additional beyond
use for any purpose. That makes
Mr. Rat a $10.00 a year varment. With a little simpe artithmatic we find that the rats cost
the two Ohio counties 1.6 million
dollars annually. This was estimated to represent 5% to 6% of
their total farm income . . .
DOWN THE RAT HOLE!
One of the most important jobs
we can do on the farm to help
control rodents in the use of
sanitary practices. This would
include removing brush, high
weeds and grass, junk piles and
rubbish from around grain and
feed storage buildings where
rats and mice could find food and
shelter. Garbage and other
waste from the family dwelling
should be stored in a metal can
with a tight lid until satisfactory
disposal can be made.
Rodent killing may be done in
several ways, however, we only
have time to discuss the use of
anti-coagulants for control. Anticoagulants are chemicals that
reduce the dotting ability of the
blood and eventually CMIBit death
through internal Weeding.. VW
main anticonagulants moddallatv
are DIPHACINONE, FUMARIN.
PIVAL, PMP, AND WARFARIN.
These should all give the same
results if they are used as directed. It is important to keep
M mind that a single dose of any
anti-coagulant is not effective
and must be eaten by the rats
and mice each day for four to
fifteen days for an eradication of
all rodents in a given area. The
bait should be placed in shallow
tin cans along the walls of feed
rooms, corn cribs, chicken
houses and the like, with water.
near by. Rats will eat two-tfit140,
to one ounce of dry food daily.
For best results the bait should
be kept clean, fresh and dry, and
left out until rodents no longer
eat it. The poison should be repeated when first signs of
rodents appear, rather than waiting until they are seen.
loved by his followers, hated by the
press, and the establishment, a
maker of headlines in the sporting
world.

merly of Fulton, announce the birth of an eight pound,
ten ounce son, born September 5 in an Asbury, N. J.
hospital. Major Durbin is enroute to Japan.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Reams are the parents of a
seven pound, ten ounce baby girl, Peggy Jean, born Saturday, September 4, in the Fulton Hospital. Mrs. Reams
is the former Carolyn Atkins.

Students from Fulton who will be returning to
September 10, 1948
Stephens College after the three months vacation period
Work on a new edifice in the "church area" of West are: Miss Bobby Ann Grisham,
Fulton will be started the early part of next week, when Mrs. E. C. Grisham, and Miss daughter of Mr. and
McDade and McDade,local contractors, will begin work daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. L.Elizabeth Ann Roper,
Roper.
on the new Cumberland Presbyterian Church, which is
estimated to cost approximately $40,000, J. H. LawMrs. Eugene Hoodenpyle was hostess at a miscelrence, chairman of the building committee, announced laneous shower Thursday morning,
September 2, comtoday.
plimenting Miss Mary Jeanne Linton, bride-elect of
Billy Joe King. She was assisted by Mrs. Preston BurThe Fulton Elks Lodge is having a barbecue this ton.
evening in the lodge rooms on Lake Street for directors
and their special guests, members of the Fulton RailDr. F. D. Phillips is announcing the opening of a
roaders baseball team This is an expression of the Elks' modern chiropractic office in the Carr Building
at 222
appreciation to the team members for the efforts they Lake Street in Fulton. He is a graduate of the Palmer
have made to give Fulton a good baseball club this year. School of Chiropractic in Davenport,
Iowa, and has carried on a very successful practice in Roanoke, Alabama
Now you've heard everything. The cocktail room, the past several years.
the lounge room, the dressing room. But here comes Joe
Brown, manager of the Fulton theatres with ... guess
Palestine: Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard and son Eugene,
what. .a cry room. This is a room, completely insulat- Mrs. A. M.Browder and Mr. and Mrs. Glyn Bard attended for sound, with a ten-foot plate glass window so moth- ed a supper Saturday evening in the home of Mr. and
can hold the baby and see the movie, while the baby Mrs. Erwin Bard, honoring Mrs. Bard's and Glyn Bard's
wails. Another sound track is piped into the room, so birthday. Others present were Mr. and Mrs. Louie Bard,
mother can hear the movie.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Bard and family, Mr. and Mrs. Pete
Ferguson Brown and daughter, and Mr. and Mrs. HampRev. Percy L. Stone, formerly minister of the ton.
Christian Church at Berea, Ky., assumed the pastorate
Gus Browder and Joan McClanahan were honored
of the First Christian Church here last Sunday. He and on their birthdays last Friday night with a barbecue
his family !rived last week and are occupying the par- supper on the beautiful lawn at the home of Mr. and
sonage at 411 Eddinges Street.
Mrs. William McClanahan.
The J. H. Wade family enjoyed a family reunion at
New Arrivals: Major and Mrs. Paul J. Durbin, for- Reelfoot Lake last Tuesday.
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Sally Pirtle,Stephen Farmer Are Wed Ecuadorians
In Beautiful Ceremony August 17 Are Guests
Of B&PW Club
At the 'meeting of the Business
and Professional Women's Club,
held at Holiday Inn on September 3,
Mrs. Florence Ballesteros and four
amigos, Jorge Maldonado, Alberto
Granja, Cecilia Chauvin and Carmen Salazar, were special guests.
Mrs. Ballesteros was introduced
by Mrs. Ruth Scott, chairman of
the club's international relations
committee. She made a most interesting talk on "Partners of the Alliance" and commended the Twin
Cities for the wort they are doing
to promote understanding between
our people and those of Central
and South America.
Alberto Granja sang a solo, accompanied on the guitar by George
Maldonado, and the two amigos
sang several duets, which were en.
joyed by all.
The brief business meeting was
called to order by the president,
Mrs. Ramelle Pigue, who reminded
members of the Fall Roundup at
Ken-Bar Inn October 19-20 and of
Business Women's Week in October.
Prior to the meeting a delicious
meal was served, with Mrs. Ima
Phelps, Mrs. Zuaneta Phelps and
Mrs. Elizabeth Caldwell serving as
hostesses. The table was beautifully
decorated, with the Banana Festival as the theme.
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Deborah Brunson, Richard Peerey
Are Wed In Afternoon Ceremony

Smythe To Exhibit
His Watercolors

Mr.and Mrs. Stephan Allen Farmer
Miss Sally Ann Pirtle became the bride of Stephen
Allen Farmer at three o'clock in the afternoon on Saturday, August 17, 1968, at the home of the bride's parents
in Water Valley, Kentucky.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carl R.
Pirtle and the groom's parents are Mr. and Mrs. William
O. Farmer of Marion, Kentucky.
The couple will make their home
Rev. Lowell B. Council of Covington, Tennessee, long-time friend in Mintey, where both are students
double
at Murray State University.
of the family, performed the
Out olf town guests were Mrs.
ring ceremony before a white
kneeling bench banked with green- Maurice Farmer of HendeTtenr,
ery. On either side were tell can- Mrs. Florence Farmer, grandmothdelabra holding lighted white tap- er of the groom, of Francis; Mr.
ers. The stairway was beautifully Mike Farmer, brother of the
decorated. Greenery interspersed groom, of Marion; Mrs. Lowell B.
with tube roses entwined the stair Council and son, Franklin Council,
rail. Flower arrangements through- of Covington, Tenn.; Dr. and Mrs.
out the house provided a beautiful Parker Council of Memphis, Tenn.;
Mr. Bill Croft of Clarksville, Ind.;
summer setting.
Preceding the saying of the vows, Miss Mary Nance and Miss Jonette
a program of nuptial music was Nance of Mayfield; Miss Cecilia
presented by John Reed, organist Duncan and Miss Donna Halton of
and cousin of the bride. Rev. Kim- Benton.
ball Coburn, soloist, sang "One
Heart, One Hand" and at the close
of the ceremony sang "The Lord's
Prayer."
The bride was met at the foot of
the stairway by her father, who
gave her in marriage. Her fulllength gown of white dotted swiss
'What is soil release? Soil release
was a Victorian design, which was
featured in hte front with delicate is the name used to describe new
for durable-prees fabric
finishes
rows of lace. The high-banded neckline was edged with lace, as were and garments, finishes that reprethe long, full sleeves and hemline. sent another giant stop toward
Her dress was accented in the back easier clothing care. A good soil
with a dotted swiss bow at her release finish means that on one
waistline. Her circular veil was se- normal home washing will remove
cured to a velvet bow. Her only soil and stains. It is not to be con3ewelry was an opal pendant, a fused with the older finishes that
gift of the groom, and she carried prevent oil and water from being
a colonial bouquet of pink bridal absorbed by the fiber soil release
rosebuds and white daisies, with finishes do not prevent soil from
long streamers of pink satin tied entering the fabric, they assure
that it will come out faster and
in love knots.
Mrs. Philip Putnam of Lexington, more completely. Look for labels
Kentucky, served as matron of with soil release on permanent or
honor and was the bride's only durable-press fabric for easier
attendant. Her dress, of a design laundrying of garments made from
similar to the bride's, was a floor- these fabrics.
— Mrs. Catherine C. Thompson
length pink dotted swiss with lace
edging the neck and !sleeves. Her
STAY AHEAD OF THE
headpiece was a pink velvet bow;
SITUATION
she carried a colonial bouquet of
Watch the traffic and aide roads.
pink daisies.
Mr. Farmer chose his brother, Keep an eye on what's happening
Maurice Farmer of Henderson, to way up ahead. Often you'll spot
when the driver in front of you
attend him as best man.
For her daughter's wedding, Mrs. may have to stop suddenly.
Here are some dues .
Pirtle chose a gold voile sheath
. . . Vehicles entering from side
with self trim and matching accessories. Mrs. Farmer, mother of the roads or ramps.
. Traffic signals Up ahead.
groom, wore a sllverpine voile
. . Someone cutting into your
fashioned along straight lines, with
up front
lane
matching accessories. Cymbidium
Road repairs up ahead.
.
orchids complemented each mother's costume.
THE PATTERN
Following the ceremony, the
You're stopped behind a car,
bride's parents entertained with a
reception M their home. Miss Mar- waiting for the light to change. It
sha Mower* of Clarksville, Indi- changes, and the car up ahead of
ana, • sorority sister of the bride, you moves off; you start up after
him. But then a pedestrian across
presided at the guest register.
Serving at the reception were the street runs out, and the driver
Mrs. Billy Pirtle and Mrs. David in front of you slams on his brakes!
PirUe. -sisters-in-law of the bride, Had you seen the pedeetrain leave
and Mrs. Joe U. Reed and Mrs. the curb? Can you stay ahead of
Sekkin Reed, aunts of the bride. these situations?
— Mrs. BarleUa Wrather
The bride'e table, overlaid with a
curlew& cloth, bald a three-tiered
Deciduous (broadleaf) trees, like
white wedding cake, trimmed in
soft pink roses. On either side were other plants, usually perform better
If fertilized periodically. Tree apsilver candelabra
bolding pink
taper*. Peach was served from a pearance, resistance to certain insects and disease-causing organer7tbal feilleh bowl.
Fbilowing the reception, Mr. and isms, and general vigor can be
Mrs. Farmer left on a wedding trip partly maintained by proper fertilito New Orleans. For traveling Mrs. zation. Type of Milliter, and the
Farmer chose a metunre of beige time, rate and methods of applicaand brown linen with blown acces- tion are important. Fertilizers consories. Site wore the Oak roses taining 0- to 15-percent nitrogen and
lesser amounts of phoetihonsa end
from her bridal bouquet.

The Paducah Art Guild will exhibit the watercolors of Willard
Grayson Smythe, Chicago painter,
teacher and graphic designer, in its
gallery in the Market House, during
September.
Smythe paints mainly in the abstract and was one of the early contributors to the abstract painting
movement in the Midwest.
hours are 'Tueeday
Gallery
through Saturday 12 to 4, Sunday
1 to 5 .There is no admission fee.

u—basicu Adult
Course Opens
Beginning next Monday night,
September 16, at six .o'clock, a
basic adult educational,.grogram
will be started at the Fulton High
School, essentially for grades 1
through 8. The program will consist
of reading, writing and arithmetic
and will under the supervision of
Principal Bobby Snider. Teachers
will be Cecil Maddox and Frank
Moore.
Anyone interested in furthering
their education in these subjects is
requested to be present for the first
meeting. For more information,
contact Mr. Snider or Ode Tharpe.

COFFEE CUP CHATTER

Mr.and Mrs. Gary Lee Stephens

Debby Carver, Gary Stephens Are
Wed In Double Ring Ceremony
The parlor of the First Baptist Church in Fulton
was the setting for a candle-light service on Friday, September sixth, nineteen hundred and sixty eight, when
Miss Debby Lynn Carver became the bride of Gary Lee
Stephens, The Reverend James W. Best performed the
double ring ceremony at seven o'clock in the evening,in
the presence•ofithe families-and close friends.
Mrs. Stephens, mother of the
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
end Mrs. Roy W. Carver and the
groom is the son of Mrs. Marguerite
Stephens and Mr. Horace Stephens.
The vows were pledged before
the fire-place, with arrangements
of white gladiola, white mums and
greenery on the mantel. Two tall
seven-branched brass candelabra
holding buring white tapers were
at each end of the .mantel.
The bride, entering with her
father, who gave her in marriage,
was lovely in a short white lace
gown. Her bouffant short veil of
nylon tulle fell from a circle of
seed pearls. Her only jewelry was
a diamond necklace, a gift from
the groom. She carried a bouquet
of yellow mums, centered with a
white orchid. Tiny apart hearts
were caught in satin streamers,
which were tied in love knots.
Attending the bride as maid of
honor was Miss Connie Owens, and
bridesmaid was Miss Rita Gay
Adams. They wore gold knit A-line
dresses and each carried a single
long-stemmed yellow mum, with
yellow satin streamers.
Attending the -groom as best man
was David Webb, and Danny Clayton served as groomsman.
For her daughter'a wedding Mrs.
Carver wore a brown and beige
knit dress with brown accessories.
A white cymbidium orchid was
pinned at her shoulder,

potassium are recommended. COlnbinationes such as 10-6-4, 12-4-4, 147-7 and 15-5-3- are satisfactory.
Spring and autumn are the best
times to fertilize trees.
One to two pounds of fertilizer
should be applied for each inch of
trunk diameter for trees less than
six-inches in diameter. Larger
trees should receive two to four
pounds of fertilizer per inch. Applying fertilizer In holes drilled
around the tree is an excellent
method Holes, 12 to 18 inches deep
and about 18 and 24 inches Wart,
should be made under the tree
canopy. A punch bar or auger is
satisfactory for drilling the holes.
Fertilizer for the tree should be distrubuted uniformly among the
bcdes.
in an attempt to understand our—Mrs. Maxine Griffin
selves and others. When we are able
to understand and accept ourHow much loss is there when the
selves then we are able to mature
liquid in canned vegetables is pouras a responsible adult in our soed off? Approximately one-third of ciety.
present
vitamins
and
the minerals
— Miss Irma Hamilton
are lost.
— Miss Patricia Everett
Dorms are not noted for decorative touches, so girls., be on the
4-H Leadership—The 4-H leader lookout for inexpensive ways to
Is vital to the 4-H Club, to the aim brighten up your rooms. A new
of 4-H Club work. There are many adhesive trim offers a range of posways to serve as a leader. The
sibilities. This nylon velvet ribbon,
leaders inspire 4-Wers to particiin solid or openwork versions and
pate, to do things for themselves decorator colors, sticks on any
and to learn to work as group clean surface to add a design note
'members. There is much satisfacwhen applied to waste baskets,
tion in working as a 4-H leader. lamp shades, bulletin boards, picWhy don't you volunteer? Our ture frames, desk accessories, and
young people need your help.
sirailiar items.
—Mrs. Dean Roper
— Mrs. Mildred Potts
Personalities vary in many ways
—The basis for personality differences lies in two major facts: no
two people have exactly the same
identical heredity, or same environment even though they are in the
same family. The same thing can
happen to two people, but they can
each feel differently about it. What
we are is the result of things that
happen to us and the way we feel
about them. No two people will react or fed the same way under the
same circumstance*.
We are what we are as persons
became of our mitre background—
our inherited characteristics and
environmental experiences. We
need to consider both theft factors

RUMMAGE SALE
The junior class of South Fulton
High School will hold a rummage
sale on Saturday, September 14, in
the former Banana Festivsil headquarters on Commercial Avenue.
The proceeds of the sale will help
pay for air conditioners recently
purchased for class rooms in South
Fulton school.
ON HONOR ROLL
Joyce Forehand and Lawrence
Smithmier of South Fulton are
among the students listed on the
summer quarter honor roll at U-T
Martin.

groom wore an A-line dress of beige
knit. Her accessories were dark
green and a white cymbidium orchid was pinned at her shoulder.
For traveling the bride wore a
white and gray knit dress, with the
orchid from her bridal bouquet at
her shoulder.
After a short wedding trip, the
bride and groom are at home at 604
Vine Street in Fulton.
•

Mr. and Mn.Richard Lee Peerey
The sanctuary of the First Baptist Church of Chickasaw, Alabama, illuminated by soft candlelight, was the
scene for the impressive ceremony uniting Miss Deborah
Elaine Brunson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Brunson of Chickasaw, Alabama, and Richard Lee Peerey,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Peerey of South Fulton,
Tennessee, in marriageAztly;egio'clock in the attejtnqqn
on September first, nineteen shundred and sixty eight.
Dr. Bob Barker, pastor of the
church, officiated at the double
ring ceremony, before a large assembly of friends and relatives.
The vows were exchanged before
the altar, graced with numerous
arrangements of yellow and white
mums and tall candelabras with
white tapers.
Preceding the ceremony, a program of nuptial music was presented by Mary Beth Thomkins at the

Engaged To Jerry Mac Weaks

Miss Sue Bartlett Runs
Mr. and Mrs. W. Edwin Kunz,
Jr., of Louisville, Kentucky, are
announcing the engagement of their
daughter, Miss Sue Bartlett Kunz,
to,Mr. Jerry Mac Weeks, also of
Louisville, son of Mr. and Mrs. Mac
Weeks of South Fulton, Tennessee,
Miss Kunz is a 1964 graduate of
Waggoner High School in Louisville
and received her B. A. degree from
the University of Kentucky, where
she was rush chairman of Chi
Ofnegs Sorority and treasurer of
Chi Delta Phi honorary literary sorority. She is presently employed
by the Courier-Journal in the society department.
Mr. Weeks graduated from South
Fulton High School in 1963. He re
ceived his B. A. degree from the

Tiniversity

of Kentucky, where he
was vice president of Phi Delta
Theta fraternity. He received the
Phi Delta Theta brotherhood award
In 1968. He is teaching in the Jeffersontown High School, in the Jefferson County School System, and
will enter the University of Louisville Law School this fall.
His grandparents are•Mts. g. C.
Cook and the late Mr. Cook and
Mrs. Lon Kimbell and'the late Mr.
Roy Weeks, all of Fulton.
The wedding will be solemnized
In the Harvey Browne Memorial
Presbyterian Church in Louisville
at seven-thirty o'clock in the evening, December twenty4irst, nineteen hundred sixty eight.

organ.
After the mothers were seated,
Miss Sandra Robinson sang, "Whither Thou Guest" and at the close
of the ceremony she sang "The
Lord's Prayer."
The lovely young bride was given
in marriage by her father. She
chose a formal gown of silk peau
do soie and imported peau d'ange
lace. The Camelot design featured
a princess skirt with inverted
pleats, a high neckline with a
pleated lace ruffle and long sleeves
with a fan pleated trim. The skirt
swept to a carriage back, forming
a court train. Her cathedral-length
veil of illusion fell from a Camelot
hat with pleated ruffle trim. She
carried a cascade of stephanotis,
centered with a white orchid.
The maid of honor was Miss
Charlotte McConnell, and the bridesmaids were Misses Katherine Payne
and Paula Lewis. Little Lisa Jones
served as flower girl. The attendants wore floor-length dresses of
organzine faille in willow green. The
skimmer design featured a ruffled
neck and long sleeves, with ecru
lace ruffles finished with narrow
green velvet ribbon bows. They
carried cascade arrangements of
yellow fugi mums, trimmed with
green velvet ribbon. Their head
pieces were green net, fastened to
large green velvet bows.
The bridegroom was attended by
Michael Brunson of New Orleans,
brother of the bride, as best man.
Orville Greene of Pensacola, Fla.,
brother - in • law of the bride, and
William R. Shelby, Jr. of Lafayette, Ind., uncle of the groom, seryed as groomsmen. Jeffery Michael
Greene, nephew of the bride, was
ring bearer and ushers were Mike
Henderson of Cantonment, Fla.
and Mel Himes of Mobile. Both are
former classmates of the groom.
For her daughter's wedding Mrs.
Brunson chose a pale yellow twopiece outfit of silk shantung, with
matching accessories and wore a
green orchid.
The groom's mother was attired
in a turquoise two-piece suit, with
matching accessories. She wore a
purple throated white orchid.
Following the wedding, the
bride's parents entertained at a
lovely reception in Fellowship Hall.
The room was decorated with white
wrought iron bird cages, with flowers inside and artificial doves on
the outside.
After receiving their guests, the
couple cut the three-tiered wedding
cake and were then seated under a
white wrought iron anti covered
with greenery and flowers.
Marilyn Brunson, sister-bare, of
the bride, presided at the register,
while Pam Biluison and Diane
Greene, sisters of the bride, served
the punch and cake. Their dresses
were identical to those of the other
attelnac
daents
the
, with the exception
,and
at
weLm
corsages.
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Music at Banana Festival

Annual
and
International Banana Festival at Fulton, Ky,
THE GUATEMALAN Army Marimba
plays some foot-tapping music at the Sixth

Band

South Fulton, Tenn. The four-oay festival, sponsored by the twin cities, ended yesterday alter a
parade and a

beauty pageant.

honeymoon complete with
boa constrictors and other
hazards was recently "enjoyed” by the then newlyweds,
Mr. and Mrs. David Mattoon.
The place was a primitive
Venezuelan jungle, the destination. Angel Falls, the world's
highest wateifall. The purpose
(achieved) was to find and
bring back a case of whisky
which was stashed away here.
An advertisement by Hiram
Walker started the adventure
and David learned about it via
a magazine ad. which listed
very real hazards. Mattoon
said okay because the adventure and the promised prize
of Canadian Club whisky was
tempting.
His then fiancee Diana
couldn't vote, arrangements

GEORGE L. BROCIC
is associated with the

ULTON INSURANCE AGENCY
208 MAIN STREET
FULTON, KENTUCKY
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TAKING LUNCH TO SCHOOL
Almost a billion dollars worth
of nutritious lunches are served
in our schools each year. Our
school lunch programs are a
great assist in nutrition education as well as public health.
But with all this, there still
are some 10 million children attending schools that do not have
any food service at all. And millions more children do not participate in school lunch programs
where they exist.
Obviously, many are carrying
so
their lunches to school
this column is addressed to such
students and their mothers.
You will do well, if you are
carrying your lunch to school, to
imitate the nutrition offered by
the organized school lunch programs. What do I mean by that?
Well, I mean you should be
guided by the four food group
plan. That's what guides the
nutritionists who plan school

and

lunches.
Four Food Group Plan
It

means you try to have foods
representing the meat group, the
milk group, fruits and vegetables, and cereals and breads in
every meal. Is it hard to do? Not
really. In many instances, perhaps most instances, you are doing it already. But try to keep it
in mind so that you will do it
without fail. And this applies to
other meals, too.
A packed lunch for a school
child most often contains a sandwich or two. So, with this you
probably have meat, or cheese,
or egg salad or some such food
that qualities as primarily a pro-

Air Conditioning's
Inventor Forgotten

APALACHICOLA,
Fla. —
ofCarolina
air conditioning
doctor
who
moveddesigned
to Florida.
John
Gorrieacross
aAnd,fanDr,
to
move
moreto make
import-iceair
ant,
he
found
a
way
bypanding
using thecompressing
properties ofgases.
ex1851
patent
was
commercially, however. unused
The
was

Inventor
a South

ice.

and

His

tein food. Other ideas in this
category include peanut butter,
fish filets or tuna salad, chicken,
turkey, ham; and even cold
baked beans make a great sandwich. This takes care of the meat
group. And since you've already
put the filling between slices of
bread, you've included the breads
and cereals group.

Galvanized Garbage Can

`Drive-In' Fire
Is Extinguished

TACOMA,borne?"
Wash. the truck
"Anyone
pulled up
as he Spanaway
driver shouted
suburban
outside
the
fireThestation.
refuse
his country
load
inablaze.
It
was
was
truck
vehicle
and the soon
extinguished,
undamaged.
drive-inJohnfireJ.
"Itthewas
year,"oursaidfirstChief
ofFerran.
left

size. Rugd durable.
built for years of
hard wear. Reinforced top and bottom. Heavy handles.
Raised bottom for
longer life. Rust.
fighting zinc coating. No. 1320.

Unico 19 Cu. ft. Chest FREEZER
•-•"'""":"

at theDAILY—FREE
RODEO
SEPT.21 AT20120,
AT MO49,
PEE8:39 and
SEPT.SEPT.
:3
Grounds
22AT 1:n 429 on theWMQOA
WMPS Radio presents
Radio presorts
JOHNNY
CAS
ILLS
MICOWS
AMERICANA
FRIDAY;68 :104.
SEPT. If *mummy
: a.
ilt trtif
27

* mesas„non
4:30 &
8:30 p.m. *
1 ICNF TS NUN, Oh ',Alf

•pa.

Pullet

Unico Redi-Grip "WT'
Tires have the extra-.
Extra-wide, extra-deep
tread for extra traction,
extra mileage. Extra
quietness too. Use Easy
Payment Plan.

.0. SALSA SWART • Offea 121

33/4 gal. Galvanized
Scrub Tub

tvALE
99c
No. 4

Plastic Barn
Broom

SALE
$238

SALE
$2.39
less handle

(fits 650x 13)
F71-14-715 x 14 tubeless black SALE
(fits E78_14 735 7. 14)
790 a 3 tubeless Wilt.
SALE
(flts 650 x 13)
8111-14-1125 x 14 tubeless black SALE
F7S-14-775 x 14 tubeless white SALE

$21.10
$21.45
$22.20
$23.60

plus $2.35 las

(fits E78-14 735 5 14)

87144-125 x 14 tubeless white SALE $24.70

plus $2.35 sou

Steel Leaf Rake
SALE $1.89
Strong and durable.
Tempered steel teeth are
anchored firmly to stay
in. Hardwood handle.
No. 18-974.

No. 5123
Big
capacity.
Holds 665 pounds
of frozen food.
Space - saving
slim-wall design.
Zero-degree fast
freezing. Counter-balanced lid. Automatic interior
light. 2 baskets, 1 divider. No. UBC-19. Easy Payment
Plan Available,

Unico 12.8 Cu. ft. REFRIGERATOR

MID SOUTH FAIR

Unico Polyester Mud & Snow Tires

SALE
$6.50
No. 16-578

SALE
2.39

A Complete Meal

All you need to complete this
meal, then, is milk and some
kind of fruit, lettuce in the sandwich, celery or carrot sticks, and
so forth. If milk cannot be purchased at school, take it along
in a small thermos. Assuming
milk can be purchased, use the
thermos for soup, especially in
the winter, as another means of
giving your child a combination
of milk and vegetable flavors, or
vegetables and meat. We all love
soup.
That's all there is to it unless
you wish to get fancier and add
a salad. Girls, in particular, like
this. Here you will be strong on
fruits and vegetables, plus even
bite-size meat items if you wish,
and a plastic container will help
in transporting the salad to
school in that lunch bag. Tossed
greens, canned fruit combinations, celery, kidney beans, tomatoes, cucumber slices, radishes
— all these offer variety and good
nutrition. Plastic
throw-away
knives and forks will help both
in putting the salad together
and for immediate eating.
It is, as you can see, easy to
make a carried lunch nutritious,
and also it can be attractive.

Aluminum
41;Grain Scoop

Refr
Lin*
yard
flew
Corns
have
Heed I

SALE
199
Here's big capacity
plus
convenience.
Large frozen food
compartment f o r
temporary storage.
Full - width
meat
chiller. Full-width
Automatic
Interior light. Magneticdoorseal. Fullrange temperature
control. No. HR-12.

Vise Grip Pliers

Aif

SALE
$2.30
No. 10WR

Battery Booster
Cables

SALE
$3.65
Fence Pliers
Cushion Handle

SALE
$3.05
No. 85-G

, Red Barn Paint

SALE $2.65
In 2 Gal. cans
Economical long-lasting protection. Contains extra iron
oxide. Specially resistant to
weather, sun's rays, mildew.
No. 402.

115-V. Weed-Burning Fence Controller

SALE $18.40
Controls livestock safely
and dependably. Burns
weed tips off line. Ends
nuisance shorts. Lightning arrestor. 115-volts.
No. 245-T.

Multi-Purpose Grease Cartridge

SALE 29c
Unico B-660 does all farm
lube jobs well — including
heavily - loaded wheels and
high-speed bearings.

All
Uwe
PeekAll
wrist

vordiwismio

comodilea.
sorted
y one
n. An
love
nquer

CLASSIFIED
EXTRA INCOME OPPORTUNITY
Reliable man or woman - No
selling - Refill and collect from new
cent operated dispensers in
your area. Become our distributor.
Must have car, references, $850 to
$1950 cash investment, secured by
equipment and inventory. Ten
hours weekly can net excellent income. For personal interview,
write, including phone number, to
Cal-Ton Supply Company, Inc. 800
Bryan Avenue Lexington, Kentucky 40505

Ems ROTOR CO.,Inc.
Your friendly

PONTIAC AIM

RAwn
Dealer

NCY

Phone 471-2271

WATZED11111111111

Nicaraguans Adept
At 'Do-It-Yourself'
MANAGUA — Nicaraguans are proving every day
that "doing it yourself" can
be a Latin as well as a Yankee trait.
New schools, health projects, improved roads and
agricultural methods and
hydroelectric plants springing up in this country show
what success can be realized
with initiative plus financial
aid from lending agencies.
The Agency for International Development (ialD).
World Bank, Interamerican
Development Bank (MB),
sad ether orgeonations are
granting or lending the necessary capital to bring many

of these projects to mockdon.
Since the birth of the Alliance for Progress almost
six years ago, AID has provided annual grants of $2
million to Nicaragua. The
money has been spent in rural development, education.
public health, improved methods of tax collection, cooperatives and credit unions.
AID loans have totaled
$41 million, some of which
started coming into Nicaragua in 1959 under the old
development loan fund. This
money has gone into such
Important projects as improvement of the jet airstrip
($1.6 million) and construc-

tion of many miles of secondary and farm-to-market
roads ($8 million).
International banks also
have provided a great deal
of capital for numerous projects over the years.
Among the meat active
"do-it-”ninielfers" in Nicaragua today Is• group of business and prefessionai men
who in 1953 became soseented under the title of "loatheto Nlearagnense de Demure'.
le." It's also knowsl by the
simpler title el "1NDE."
INDE was horn because
the members felt the business community, along with
the government, should

USED FURNITURE
BAIIGAIIIS
Speed gums Aulsinatk
wodsso
WAN
Ited living nem sobs,
2 piece
$25.90
Wringer-type washer,
good
MAO
Electric ranges .z.L.g41aisel $2$
Cotten mattress
$5
New GE Welsher
. $125.811
Odd Olvans'_
from $5.811
Vacuum Cleaner
,
$15.011
Bed springs,
$5 each
Refrigerators,
$15 and up
Linoleum rugs, new*, rfe
yard; vinyl, $1.10 yard, cushion
floor, $2.2.5 yard
Come in and browse around; we
have lots of bargains net advertised!

WI"'
tra_.
deep
tion,
:xtra
Easy

PiIlset

Large Seledion
Of

USED GAS
and

A id'
19 to.
s

92

33 las

19 tin

33 ass

TRIVITOVIEF
and

REFRIGERATORS

Rural Education Is a Major Effort

All Guaranteed

Exchange Fanners
Company

SLUM CLEARANCE PROFITABLE SAYS EXECUTIVE

Commercial Aro; Fulton

Broadway Gin Skop
South Fulton 479-2134

share responthouity for the
country'a growth and progress.
The association's programs
range from letp the government know
t the private interests ,think about
various problems to collaborating with the National University in carrying out the
first national seminar on
Central American economic
Integration.
INDE also lends a hand to
rural communities with troubles, provides loans and scholarships to needy students,
and analyzes the labor market to learn what skills will
be needed in the future.
Not even the traffic on
Nicaragua's increasing number of excellent highways
has escaped the attention of
INDE. The road signs and
traffic lights are the result
of an INDE project.
As impressive as INDE's
projects and goals may be,
the real surprise comes in
learning that individuals —
teenagers, college stUdents,
the people on the street —
are extremely interested in
helping Nicaragua solve Its
problems.

ing product manufacturing.
City ghettos will need at least
10 million new single and multidwelling units by the end of
this century, according to W.
Wilfred Groves, general manager of the 100-year-old U.S.A.
lock and hardware operations
of Eaton Yale & Towne Inc.,
Americats leading firm in the
field.

Biggest Slagle Market
—NEW A140 USED —
Shotguns, Rifles, Pistols
All Named Brands

.We Repair ALL Models
of Pistols, Guns, Rifles
All kinds and sixes of shells

ro
ron
to
ew.
Nom

'Sr

Used Televisions, all kinds
From
$35.110
All kinds of fishing tackle
Pocket knives, scout knives,
.wrist watches for ladies and
many ether Moms lee
numerous le mention.

WE SELL AND TRADE

A South Fulton student who
was grodaated from the Dui.
"pretty of Tennessee in Martin
earlier this year at the head of
his class, and who is working
this summer In Union City, has
bees promoted the President's
Asies'd which carries with it the
tile et "Outrendiag Studied is

Already In the model stage are many plans to turn city ghettos
into healthier communities, creating 1250 billion in new business and helping today's ghetto dwellers to become more productive. (Photo courtesy American Society of Civil Engineers.)
Higher earnings for suburbanites and city-dwellers alike
are predicted by a top U.S. industrialist who estimates that

$250 billion in new business will
be created by the rebuilding of
urban ghettos.
Although the work will be
done in the cities, a healthy
chunk of the revenue is likely
to be carried home by residents
of smaller communities. especially people who work in construction, real estate, and build.
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-
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"Businessmen who ignore the
urban crisis today and in the
immediate future could be overlooking what may ponsiblV be
the single biggest market in the
history of this country," said
Groves.
"Sick cities must be saved
not only because of social responsibilities to those existing
in ghettos, but because these
cities represent an economic necessity to business. Markets today deteriorate in the slums,
and thrive in healthy areas," he
added.
In the industrialist's view,
American business today cannot monetarily afford the continued existence of slums. Decay of the inner-city hastens
the exodus not only of families
but businesses as well to the
auburbs. As a result, retail trade
falls off sharply and an increasing share of the tax burden
falls on industry.
Eaton Yale & Towne, a
multi-national company with 90
operations around the world,
markets truck and off-highway
vehicle components, construction and logging equipment,
automotive products, locks and
builders' hardware, materials
handling equipment, control
systems and general products.
The company's sales for the six
months ended June 30, 1968,
were $432.198,000.
From where will the money
to rebuild ghettos come? "From
the very ghettoo we are rebuilding," predicts the lock and
hardware executive. "History
shows us again and again that
when deprived people gain adequate housing. education and
security, their productivity
rises.
"Even the huge sum of $250
billion cornea to leas than $1,250
for each American alive today,
and cleaning up our ghettos
should save several times this
amount in nicotined productivity and in lower coats of welfare, fires. insurance, thefts and
police work.
"Companies that set out to do
good may end up doing well."

4
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and performing frittered=
filled mart of his days
past academie year,
Mr. Illaylock also visitsdjg
other Colleges and miser
PAK speeches os student
MINIM leadership and odes.*
Mips* programs alsl....

bray thesealkerathilverelee0
SIIIIiint Onseinsisst Asacelatiall,
Tithed Into his schedule wisp
talks before numerous civic ail
service clubs, including sever.
In Union City.
"Organisation" is the key 10
being able to accompliati sonny*
In so little time, Mr. moo*
said.
"Every night, I make Ms
thhips I have to do and plea
cordingly. The mind sonsetim
can't remember everything,"
erolained.

PUBLIC SALE

PAUL D. BLAYLOCK
the Nation" for 1960.
The honor was earned by Paul
D. Blaylock, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Blaylock of South Fulton,
Mr. Blaylock is currently umplayed In the Union ciq arks
of the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company.
The President's Award wall
presented to the student last.
week by Sen. Everett ritrkeeis
at the centennial convention at
Pt KIK* Alpha, held at Rich.
mond, Va.
"It was a surprise to me,"
said Mr. Blaylock. "I went to
the convention to accept another
award, the Powers Award as the
outstanding undergraduate member of Pi Kappa Alpha, and the
President's Award was quite a
shock."
Mr. Blaylock later this month
will enter the university of Tone
nesse. Medical School and height
study in the field of neuroourgerya
Some nine yewth of addition%
study and work are ahead of hill
before he reaches his goal, be.
corning a specialist in bratp
surgery.
Following his graduation from
South Fulton High School In 1964,
as valedictorian of his class, Mr.
Blaylock entered 111M as a
chemistry major. During the path
year he has served as preside*
of the student government and
maintained a perfect 4.0 atefsEer
despite a work load which often
limited him to three or fours
hours of sleep at night.
AMOOIE other things he served
as entertainment coordinator fiat
the Southern tint versittes Student
Government Association a chore
which sometimes had him ansoaring some 30 letters a day.
Attending classes, meeting with
deans and other administrators

Moat of these volunteers
are directed to the “barriadas," --- slums --- or to small
rural communities to work
at setting up co-ops, health
centers, or activities for the
youngsters.
That Nicaraguans have a
strong social consciousness is
illustrated by the class from
a wealthy girls' school in
Managua which volunteered
to work in the barriadas every weekend.
Rural communities also
have gotten into the spirit of
self-help. Meetings are held
to decide what type of project should be adopted to
best use available grants for
rural development.
"One project was improving the town cemetery."
AID official recalled. "When
The cemetery was finished
the people were so proud
of it, they embedded the Alliance for Progress symbol in
the front gate.

Furniture St.,.
Phone 472.3421

Thursday, September 12, 1968

Chosen Best
US Student

“Unkerstty students come
here and ask what they eon
do to help," said an AID official in Managua. "We make
suggintions and they go out
on their own and tackle the
Jon."

WADE'S USED

1111

Fulton, Ky.

— OF —
FURNITURE AND ANTIQUES
SAT. SEPT. 14, 1941 10:00 A. M.
Selling at the 'someplace of the late
MRS. CORA MAXEY, located off
state highway 119 in Latham, Tenn
Follow sale arrows.
SELLING TO SETTLE THE
ESTATE — Every Item Sells
hot Point Elect. Range (apt. size)
Dish safe — Kelvinator Refrigerator — Dinette suite (3 chairs) —
1 Lot Cookware — 1 Lot Dishes —
Scales — Wilson Heater — Medicine cabinet — Folding chairs —
Utility cabinet — Clocks - Lamps
Single door deep freeze
50,000 BTU GAS Heater — Irons &
ironing board — Silver King Vac.
Cleaner — 1 Lot Linens — 1 Lot
Pictures — 4 Pc. Bedroom Suite —
Couch (makes bed) — 6 ft. Stepladder — 1 Lot Quilts — 1 Lot Lawn
Furniture
ANTIQUES
Churns-Pictures-Crocks — 1 Lot old
picture frames — Stewart-Warner
cabinet Radio — Over & Under day
bed — Treadle type Singer Sewing
Machine — 1 Lot iron stone China—
Dressers - Beds — 2 Camel back
trunks — 2 Flat top trunks — 1916
White House cookbook — 5 Drawer
Chifferobe — 2 Shoker Rockers —
2 Wicker Rockers — 1 Silver Server-1 Lot Iron Skillets (all sizes)1 Lot Straight Chairs — 1 Lot clay
door stops — 1 China lazy susan —
2 Tripod Drum Tables — 1 Lot
American Glass — 1 Liprite folding
bed — 1 lot statuettes — 2 Cylinder
bed steads — 1 side board buffette
— 1 lot old dishes — 1 Shell - shape
dish — 2 19th Century Rockers — 1
lot whatnots — 1 cye blade — 1 lot
straw baskets
,42 ROUND GLASS FRONT HUTCH
Terms: Cads
Lunch Available
Plenty of Shelter and Shade
Mrs. Hubert Pfiu•gisr, Dresden,
Tenn. 901-799-5015 and
Mrs. Adrian Pinicsfen
Hickman, Ky. 502-23i-2949
Heirs
Col. Robert Ainley — Licensed Bonded - Auctioneer - Dukedom,
Tenn, 38210 Phone 901-822-3833

GREAT SAVINGS PLANS
JUST FOR YOU

C.
1
.6.1 ON 36 MONTH BONUS ACCOUNT
4 to MINIMUM DEPOSIT OF $1,000
IN MULTIPLES OF $500

J

COMPOUNDED SEMI ANNUALLY
__Lo ON 6 MONTH CERTIFICATES 4 /0
MINIMUM DEPOSIT OF $15,000

5

ri

5
4+%
70

COMPOUNDED SEMI ANNUALLY
ON 6 MONTH CERTIFICATES
MINIMUM DEPOSIT OF $5,000 IN
MULTIPLES OF $1,000

_

COMPOUNDED SEMI ANNUALLY
ON PASSBOOK SAVINGS

DEPOSITS MADE BY THE 10th OF THE MONTH
EARN DIVIDENDS AS OF THE 1st OF
THE MONTH
SAVE BY MAIL
WRITE OR PHONE FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

URITY FIEDIERAL
antitoms
124 E. Wow

Sikeston. Missouri

471-2841

Fulton, Ky.
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— FRYER PARTS —

Corn Valley Pork

U.S.Choice

Cut-Up
lb. 5k

BREAST

lb. 33c

FRYERS
lb. lk

=ARDS

lb. 4k

SLICED BACON

LIVERS

lb. 8k

Reelfoot

12-oz.

lb. 29c

FRANKS

pkg.

I WINGS

FROZEN MEAT
lb. 39c

PORK BRAINS

lb. 59c

4k

lb. 49c

SHOULDERS

2-oz.

Meaty and Lean

PORK

6 to 9 lb.

PURE CANE

With Additional $5.00 Purchase
Excluding Milk and Tobacco Products

LIQUID

i

Bag

10 for $1.00

.590
Armour

HOT TAMALES

5 Lb.

22-oz. BOTTLE

pArnEs

INP.o4111ININAMN1104•11114PM10.01111MPOMIONNENIPOMIPIN

iMMINPIIIIMIK)MID.04=1Pc

or IVORY

99c

Chuckwagon, Breaded Veal, Breaded Pork,
Beef Steak

Pork

TURKEYS LB RIBS
AR
490 SUG
JOY,

2 lbs.

SAUSAGE

Fresh

Krey Mello

BACKS and NECKS

GOLDCREAST

lb. 99c

RIB-STEAK

lb. 4k

z
t LEGS and THIGHS

15 14-oz.

890

Limit

3
;"

Please

mi,. imp, .pppp, 4imp, Amp,.pm /pm,AMID
,4MMI.0 411111,,•II1 AIIIMI.011M.0OM.,.IIMI ,.11M10, AMP,111111111P,.4111M AMU.,'MINi
l

"
GRADE"
A

Med.

I

REGISTER

Armour

100

1

CHILI with BEANS
'

FOR MONTH'S FREE LIVING
I
IN FREE MDSE.
No Obligation Register As Often As You f:nter Our Store
YOU COULD BE THE LUCKY ONE

15 V2-oz.

3

00
1.

For $

10c OFF

NEW FROM COLGATE

PUNCH POWDERS each 69c
STOKELY 20-oz. BOTTLES
CATSUP

I;BREAD

3for $1.00

LD3BY'S 46-oz. CANS

KRAFT 18-oz.

PINEAPPLE JUICE can 35c
McCORMICK 4-oz. CANS

GRAPE JELLY
RICHELIEU 16-oz. WHITE

BLACK PEPPER

SLICED POTATOES

each 39c

(COLONIAL BIG)

JERGENS
each 29c
5 FOR

SOAP
bath size
DOESKIN 2 ROLL PARS

.
1
TOIlETTISSUE 4 paks.$1.00

$1.00

MISS GEORGIANO 2 1-2 ME CAN

.

5f.re Si
ANDY STICK
E0 LIME
04•1111004110.04.1.0.1=11.0411.1,
041=1.011=1114
I

PLUS 5 1-4-oz. FREE SYRUP

PANCAKE MIX 2 lb. box 4k
L
sA
ZE
L
a
En
Wi
li
am each 39c

e)sirritel
41svor s

SL

00
pakS $
1
•

citErsr

CHILI and BEANS 3for $1.00
Irrir•T EY'S 15-oz. CANS
3 FOR

GREEN BEANS
GEISHA 8-oz. CANS

CORN PUFFS
16-ox. BAG

each 5k

SPAG and MEAT BALLS 89c

WHOLE OYSTERS

CARAMEL CORN

each 5k

I

2for 29c
each 3k

FLAVORED 16-ox. BAG

U.S.NO. 1 YELLOW MICHIGAN

ONIONS lotkia,.990
23o IIAREENPEPPERS4
4r190
PrADs

EACH
3
9
° I

Lk

lb. 3k I NON PLUMS
•

39ER
REG.S

WHOLE — ALLEN'S 303 SIZE CANS

TOMAI
D RS

•

a

616$S1.

EXTRA

041.0.,BUITER BEANS

1rtiutit
P - GOOD BRAND 14 1.2-ox. P

KELLEY'S 15-oz. CANS

cmiclimGANNINEYALorEs
FRESH

each lk

DOUBLE QUALITY STAMPS

BARLErr LG. rit-FANCY

FANCY

lb. 19c

GREEN ONIONS

bunch lk

SOUTH FTTT.'rON, TENNER917
7

lb. 2k

' TAMPS
S

ON WEDNESDAY
Plus - Low - Low Prices
plillP04111111104)4INIIIK NIIIMIP01111111PoMW P4111.011111M0iMM

Low - Low Prices
.'*;41.11111.4

'1111.041111.0MNP041.11P041M4 HOMIMPINM4PON004111111100411110.NIMIKM11111001111100
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We need and must sell our used cars-If
we can get close to trading, we'll trade.

Happy Birthday
The News takes pleasure in wishi,ig "Happy Birthday" to the foltowing friends:
September 13: Jimbo Huffinc,
Sherrie McKinney, 'Lets Nugent;
September 14: Grace Dickerson;

CONTACT: Vernon Spraggs, Manus Williams,
Aubrey Taylor, Dwain Taylor. Dan Taylor

Amigos Attend Sunday Mass In Native Dress

September 15: Gadella Blackwell,
Doye Harris, Mrs. I. M. Jones, Sheila Elaine Lowry; September 16:
Tommy Cannon, Jones Dickerson:
September 17: Bonnie Sanders,
Lorene Reeks, Mrs. W. W. Kitterman, J. U. McKendree, M. fd, ratlock; September 18: Jim Campbell, Mrs. D. L. Jones, Odell
Travis; September 19: Mrs. Jewell
McClain.

USED CARS
op

SAVE!
egils -COME
COME SEE

ALL moEs
'
AilioRDS

BMus

10

66 RIVIERA, two-door, automatic, power-steering, power-brakes, Tennessee title, Blue $
II 214
66 ELECTFtA 225, four-door, hardtop, Custom,
Tennessee title, black, air conditioning, powersteering, power brakes, automatic _____ $2675
64 LeSABRE, f
power-steer
ing, one-ow
white

-door sedan V..8• automatic
brakes, air-conditiontrade, Tennessee title,
$1475

64 LeSABRE four-door hardtop, V-8; automatic,
power-steering, power-brakes, new car trade,
Tennessee title, blue
*II7_ $111S

CHEVROLETS

10

68 CAMARO Cony
owner, sedan,
age, power-ste
proximate price _

ry executive, oneg, SS 295 packrakes, white, apaye, Save _ _ $3575

67 MUSTANG tSM1111,
4tback, V-8, automatic,
one-owner, K
'pis, green
$2375
tlypii:
i
,tteirquoise, white top,
ring, air, one-ownree title
$2275

66 LTD four-door
V-8, automat'
er, new car tra

66 FAIRLANE station wagon, V-8, automatic,
Ky. tags, one-owner, new car trade673.99 $./.1R5
66 FAIRLANE
title

;a. 6-cylinders Tennessee
$1275

65 FALCON four-door, 6-cylinder, automatic,
one-owner, Ky. tags, new car tradel.99_9_ $1.7-1^5
64 FAIRLANE two-door hardtop, V-8, automatic
$ /99 $W5
Kentucky tags, Turquoise
63 GALAXIE 500, four-door, sedan, V-8, automatic, Bronze, Tennessee title, power-steering,
$ _899 $W5•
power-brakes
63 GALAXIE 500evefitlystback, green, Tennessee title, V-84
$875
V-8, power-steering,
$1075

64 GALAXIE 500
air, red, KentueltS,
,
60 FORD four-dotit
44.P
tucky tags

yDder, standard, Ken$299

68 CAPRICE, two-door hardtop, bucket seats,
power-steering, power-brakes, air condition:
ing, console, Gold with black vinyl top, 7,000
miles, Tennessee title, one-owner, original
price, approximately $4650
$3395

60 FORD four-d
tags

68 CHEVELLE
two-door hardtop, four
speed, Kentucky tags, Gold, ap •roximate.
it re, 416,e ro----

66 PLYMOUTH Barracuda, two-door hardtop,
Tennessee title, one-owner, new car trade,
blue

68 CAMARO tv
green, KentudOW.,! .

66 PONTIAC GTO four-speed, tw oor hardtop,
white, one-owner, new car trade Tennessee
title
$225

utomatic, Kentucky
$299

ognmas

-

rdtop,
wner

2675

67 IMPALA two327, blue, onetags

pop, V-8, power-glide,
car trade, Kentucky
$2475
66 IMPALA convertible, Kentucky tags, white,
327, power steering, we sold it new, new car
trade, Kentucky tags
sags_ $2d4'5
66 CHEVELLE SS 396 coupe, four-speed, oneowner, we sold it new, Kentucky tags
929
66 IMPALA two-door hardtop, V-8, powerglide,
power-brakes, one-owner, new car trade,
white _Bi.nc..K WV& r0PV-1827__ $105

65 CHEVELLE MaSOLDfour-speed
65 IMPALA SS, t
speed, white, on
nice, Kentucky

•• 4,
lt
i ,

_ $1575

rdtop, 327, fourw car trade, real
$1875

65 CHEVELLE Malibu, two-door hardtop, 6-cylinder, powerglide, blue with wbite top, new
_ $1.5T5
car trade, Tennessee title
65 IMPALA two-c=op,V-8, powerglide,
$1675
red, Kentucky
65 IMPALA four-door sedan, 327, V-8, powerglide, power-steering, power-brakes, yellow,
we sold it new, one owner, new car trade, Ken$.1372' $14/S
tucky tags
65 BISCAYNE four-door, 6-cylinder, standard
trans., green, new car trade, Tennessee
ift 04'5
title ____ _

10

65 IMPALA Super Sport, four-speed, white, 396,
$1675
Kentucky tags
66 CHEVY II NOVA two-door, Super Sport, blue,
$1675
327, four-speed, Kentucky tags
65 IMPALA Super Sport 327, four-speed, black,
$1675
Kentucky tags _
63
63

10
29c

PS

62
64
63
64

CORVAIR MONZA four speed, Kentucky
$375
tags
n, 327, power-steering,
IMPALA fo
-----------------$1175
power-brake
CORVAIR MONZA. four-door, blac,k, auto_ _ $13.75
matic _
CORVAIR MONZA coupe, white, four
_ _ $05
speed
IMPALA t%Hesint rkrdtop, Kentucky tags,
_
$975
V-8, powergle" •104,1
1100top, V-8, automatic,
IMPALA fol.', 'Ve4
t1.1.`ic

66 PONTIAC Tempest Custom, four-door, V-8,
automatic, Kentucky tags, blue 1_!/3/97_ $161'5
65 SIMCA,follaaDrennessee title

$475

65 DODGE two-door, hardtop, power-steering,
bucket seats, blue, air
$1575
62 PONTIAC Kentuck tags, four door, blItegir5
entucky tags ____ $375

60 PONTIAC f

TRUCKS
67 CHEVROLET riglity,rifentucky tags, blue,
new car trade
-8, powerglide,
custom
$1875
65 CHEVROLET tetlyig wide bed, 6 cylinder
$1375
67 CHEVROLET pickup, 6-cylinder, powerglide,
one-owner, we sold it new, Kentucky tags,
blue
$1675
67 CHEVROLET Van, 6-cylinder, powerglide
blue

$

FOUR OF THE ECUADORIAN AMIGOS are shown above in the native dress of
their land coming from St. Edward's Catholic church in Fulton. The entire group attended and participated in the colorful service, which was conducted in Spanish by
Hugo Donoso Montalvo.
(Photo by Stewart)

Local Southern FBI Seeking Clerical Workers To
Work In Washington Headquarters
States Co-Op
Names Leaders

A representative of the Federal citizens, high school graduates, and
Bureau of Investigation will be in at least 16 years of age. No previPaducah, Kentucky, September 17, ous experience is required. Each
1968, to interview applicants for applicant is investigated to insure
positions as clerical workers in its only those of satisfactory character,
;George Ray Gunter of Route 1 Washington, D. C., headquarters.
reputation and loyalty are obtainFulton and W. B. Netherland of
Mr. Palmer M. Baken, Jr., Spec- ed.
Route 2, Fulton were elected to the ial Agent in Charge, FBI, Louis
Persons interested in applying
local Southern States Fulton Ser- ville, Kentucky, has announced apshould come to the FBI Office,
vice at the 45th Anniversary An. plications for clerical workers, both
Room
331, Federal Building, 501
nual membership meeting held in male and female, are -being acceptBroadway, Paducah, September 17
South Fulton, Tenn. Over 90 stock- ed for positions at a starting salary
between the hours of 8:00 a. m. and
holder-members and their families of $4231 annually No typing ability
5:00 p. ,m.
attended the session,
is required and the only test is a
John R. Ferguson of Route 2, 20-word spelling test. T
Fulton was named chairman of the
SEMI-PRO SERIES
After 90 days of satisfactory emstockholders committee while Char- ployment, Mr. Baken said, eonThe first game in a two-out-oflea Adams of Route 4, Hickman ployees' salaries are increased to
three series between Martin and
was picked as vice-chairman,
$4600, and additional increases are
Elected to the local Southern given in another six and nine Union City semi-pro baseball teams
States Farm Home Advisory Corn- months so that at the end of 18 to determine the league championrnittee were: Mrs. Eugene Bard of months an employee can be earning ship will be held at 2: p. m. Sunday afternoon in the Fulton Kitty
Route a, Fulton and Mrs. Jack Aue- - ..7•6
•
LeggpMAIIMpark.
tire-of Cayce), Ky:''
.; 4. :
0*Ata
M
LAM&
Mrs. Clifford -Ferguson of Route'
3, Fulton was chosen as chairman
of the Farm Home Advisory Committee stile Mrs. Charles Moon of
Route 3, Fulton was named secretary.
Mr. John R. Ferguson of Route 2,
Fulton was chosen as a delegate to
represent the local membership at
the Southern States Cooperative's
45th Anniversary Annual Stockholders Meeting in Richmond, Va.,
on November 14 and 15. Mr. George
Ray Gunter of Route 1, Fulton was
named alternate.
One of the highlights of the meeting was the financial report of
Southern States Cooperative given
by Mr. Arthur S. 'Fox of Madisonville, Ky., a regional representative
of the organization. According to
the report, the cooperative will pay
a 2.2 percent patronage refund to
its farmer-members this year, the
largest refund it has paid in 11
years. Total volume for the year
2 Pieces - 55c 4 Pieces - $1.00 8 Pieces - $1.99
ended June 90, was over $113,100,4-Piece
Chicken Dinner
$1.50
000, up about 1 percent over the
previous year.
Custom Made PIZZA ALL KINDS Finest Pit
Mr. Douglas Hancock manager of
BAR-B-0 In This Area-Sunday Hours 4 to 9 P. M.
Southern States Fulton Service gave
the report on local operations and
services, and showed color slides
of local patrons farming activities.

IMMI INN Ell NW NMI
TENNESSEE FRIED CHICKEN

RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP
INN Ell Will

67 CHEVROLET 1-ton, V-8, four-speed, new car
trade, one-owner, Ky. tags, twelve foot grain
_;376 $2.05
bed

McKESSON

BEHE FAR VITAMIN SALE

66 CHEVROLET Sportsman, 6-cyl. white _ $1295
66 FORD Super Van, blue

$1295

HALF PRICE ON MOST NEEDED VITAMINS

66 FORD pickup, long wide bed, Ky. tags, 6cylinder
$1395

BEIEl VHP

66 FORD pickup, long wide bed, Kentucky tags,
V-8
$1495

(VERY HIGH POTENCY)

66 CHEVROLET pickup, V-8, powerglide, Custom cab, Ky. tags, Gold, one-owner new car
$1575
trade
65 CHEVROLET pickup, 6-cylinder, Tennessee
title, white
$1275

Recommended
lor /dive adults
and senior citizens.
180 Capsules
Reg. $12.96

64 INTERNATIONAL two-ton, two-speed axle
$1675
61 FORD Ecgaleprenn. title, blue

$675

WIN this 10 book illustrated
WORLD ENCYCLOPEDIA

VITAMINS &
MINERALS

A family reference library containing 10,000 illustrations,
15,000 subjects, fully indexed

NOW Vg rico $6.49
NM Carffillie VItsails Tobiets 44, Milne,
14 4fla. Rag, $7.411
NOW 53.711
Wel $11141 haggle Owing
Vs wig,. lg. 15.54....
New $544
Iletel NM =Owe,*Iwo MINIUM)

59 CHEVROLET pickup, black with rackissitc$R5
58 FORD two-ton pump grain Sisirs Tennessee
'727L tign
title

rFREE

57 GMC two-ton, with bed, Ky. tags, green $875

with
ism deolerelreleige Mom
I WW1'
Isesrakimusrpm
WOW PROM

50 CHEVROLET two-ton, Ky. tags, green, with
_
_
bed _
UM
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Therfs whoa it every
partkipatlig drugstore!
No purekase required.
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